Enterprise Evolver
Canvas Editor at a glance

Back to home

Opens the Organization
section

Map Editors to edit
current map or create
a new map

Collaboration button
to share and print maps

Menu button

Map title indicates
<Company name> / <Map name>

Canvas Editor
Help

Opens the Organization
Editor

Opens the Configurator
Editor
Opens the Repository
Editor
Opens the Map section

Opens the Heatmap
section

Slide left to close the
menu

Canvas area for creating
maps

Horizontal Scrolling

Expand/Collapse row: when
collapsed the row shows only the
child record; when expanded has
a row for each level of the
hierarchy
Explore to view
consolidated view of
all relationships
Text search in this row

Filter by tap selection

Filter by tag (Opens a
popover list to select
from)

Vertical Scrolling is
enabled when the rows
exceed the screen size

Expand/Collapse Operation

When the view is expanded, tapping/selecting an item of top
level automatically shows only their children. When an item
is selected the background color changes to red and the font
color changes to white bold. The expand icon
is changed into an hierarchical icon
.
Just tap outside (i.e. deselect ) to view all items again.

Filter Operation
Association Type is
displayed for a direct link
when filter is applied.

Select & Filter
1- Single tap to select an item.
2- Tap filter button to filter

Items with blue border indicate linked items to the last
filtered row.

When one or more than one filter is selected, the
“Add/Remove Links” button is shown only to the last
selected filtered. This button is used to add new links

Tap on the link icon to open the Link
popover.

Search Operation

Tap here to open/close the search area.
When the search is on the icon shows the state (with color
changes to red).
Search operation can be performed after the expanding the
row.
After search is performed, filter and tag operation can be
executed.

Tag Operation
Tap on tag button to open the tag
popover
Filters the tag list (useful when there
are a lot of tags in the list). You can
search items in a given row by tags as
well..

The user can browse the tag from the
highest /parent level to the child.

Tap on the tag icon to view tag list.

Tag and Filter operations

Filter can be applied after tag operation is applied. You can also use
expand icon after tag is applied and search operation as well.

Canvas Editor Options
Tap on Edit shows two editor options in a popover.
The Map Appearance Editor offers ability to add /remove
new items and new links from the canvas area.
The Full Editor option takes the user to the ‘Map
Management’ screen for adding /removing items, links , tag
and attributes etc.

Map Appearance Editor (Add/Remove Items)
Goes back to map view

Goes to the full editor- map
management screen
Add/Remove Items button
is enabled for each row to
add or remove items

Tapping on the ‘Add/Remove Items ‘ button
changes the row state into an edit mode; this
feature enables adding/removing an item
from the current map.

Current selected items are
checked, unselected items are
not checked.

When finished the user taps on
“Done” button to go back to the
previous state (view only).

Map Appearance Editor (Add/Remove Links)

When a filter is selected, the “Add/Remove Links” button is
enabled to allow links edits.
Tapping on the ‘Add/Remove Links” button disable (greyed
out) all those rows which are not associated directly with the
filtered row category and enable the associated row in an edit
mode.

The row link icon
is a switch to turn on/off links
associations between categories. After tapping on it, the row
changes state and the items can be linked with a tap.

When a filter is selected, the
“Add/Remove Links” button is
enabled to allow links edits.

Current linked items are visible and checked; unchecked
items can be checked to create a link between the filtered
item and the unchecked items.

Edit to reorder
categories.

Edit to add new
category and reorder
categories.

Tap Next to view
the next level of
data.

Back to Canvas Editor

Drag up/down to
reorder

Map Full Editor- Decoration and Association

Decorating categories in the canvas by
changing the background color, shapes
etc. User can also hide a category and
change the name of the category.

Name of the category to
be displayed on the map

Switch on to show the
unique ID of the category

Add a new category (row)
With this feature users can add more
categories.
Association area:
Users can use this area to associate and
dissociate categories. Association are
created from the Configurator editor
and here associations are used to
connect two categories. This
connection helps in filtering and
searching data on a map.

Tap to view “association”
hints

Map Full Editor- Linking and Tagging

Edit to reorder

Add/remove items
represents this
checkbox selection that
builds the map

Open the tag popover
to add /remove tags
Open the link popover to
add/remove links and
attributes

Map Full Editor- Linking and Tagging

Open to view links and
tags

Close focus view ( goes
back to the standard
map view)

Explorer- Summary View

You can choose to view
relationships from all maps or
single map summary.

This area shows the selected
item summary (show all
custom defined fields also)

Sort function opens a
popover for user
defined sorting data.

Open the
tabular records
in full page.

Filter function to filter
records by
columns/fields.

Horizontal Scrolling

